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Re: Games Legacy Grant

Friday, September 20, 2018

To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing this reference letter on behalf of the MacDonald Island Competitive
Team Association, as their tenacity and commitment to providing opportunity for
dancers in the community is worthy of a Legacy Games Grant. As a lead dance
instructor at MacDonald Island Dance Academy, I have been working closely with
the Team and the Association for years. In the past five seasons, the Association has
continued to support dancers in ways that are unparalleled. Most recently, as part of
their mandate, the Association has been allocating funds to provide dancers with
opportunities to work with world-class choreographers and teachers locally.
In the past years, the Team has travelled to Edmonton to participate in workshops
in addition to their competitions. This has been a truly beneficial experience for the
dancers in that they have had a chance to work with many talented instructors and
choreographers. This year the team had to reevaluate these trips, as it was
becoming increasingly hard for team members to finance an additional weekend in
Edmonton. With the help of the Association, the dancers are now getting to work
with the world-class choreographers in Fort McMurray. A plan has been put into
motion, in which choreographers will be brought into Fort McMurray, and the
workshops will be held here. Since September, Lory Lyon and Paul Otterbein have
worked with the dancers, and there are more choreographers to come in the coming
year. Furthermore, this has initiative has lead to additional workshops for both the
community and other MacDonald Island Dance Academy dancers. This type of
programming is rarely possible in remote communities of our size. However, the
Association has worked to make something incredible happen.
It has been awe inspiring to see the fundraising initiatives the Competitive Team
Association has organized to improve financial accessibility for all dancers. The
byproduct of this fundraising support has been a visible improvement of the
standard of dance throughout the Wood Buffalo region. Finances remain a hurdle
for the Competitive Team Association because they continue to increase their
budget to create new opportunities for dancers. The Association sets ambitious
goals because they know that they are always one more bottle drive, or barbeque
away from making the budget. This is why I feel the association is so worthy of a
Wood Buffalo Legacy Grant. This investment of the municipality to this Association
will have incredible returns as I have seen the value of their investment in the Team
increase significantly every year.
Sincerely,
J. Nicole Armstrong
HBA BEd CC-CIBC Associate Diploma

